
THE “relax” NOOK POD
contest

Lounge style
When the pod is in the lounge position, the one section can be 
propped up turning it into a patio lounger with the enjoyment of 
music, tv and nearby beverage holders.
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Fold out table storage

Slippers/flip flops

Water bottles

Retractable lounge

Cup holders

Tiki style light

TV and 
speakers

Warm wood interior

Bench style
Turn the pod into a bench simply by dropping the one section 
horizontally.  The fold out table conveniently stored in the drawer 
can become a work table for sketching or using your devices.

Curtains
The rear curtains allow for privacy and provide a soft aesthetic, 
contributing to the tranquility of the pod.  Open nearby windows 
and watch their movement as if you were in an outdoor cabana.

Amenities
The tiki style fixture provides lighting for reading or working on 
those dark days and evenings.  The bluetooth compatible TV can 
play your favourite Netflix show or simply use the speakers to 
project your music.

What’s inside?
The drawers are whatever you wish for them to be.  The centre 
drawer is sized to hold your pull out tray table complete with 
handles.  The other drawers can house your water bottles, flip 
flops or maybe even some slippers.  

Look Up
When relaxing in the pod, you will feel the warmth around you with a wood clad interior.  The serene 
green-blue frame balances the warm interior colours that you may find in a spa atmosphere.

Curtains

Branding

Branding
The Relax Nook Pod is unlike any other as it encourages you to 
rest.  The balance of relaxation with work is an important element 
in overall personal health.

What is the “Relax” Pod?

The relax pod was inspired by the COVID-19 pandemic and what the new 
office is today and may be as we head back into our spaces.  Through 
months of quarantine we have discovered our need to appreciate the 
world around us that is just outside our door versus across the globe.  The 
idea was generated on the principle of what tranquility may look like 
without having to travel abroad.

The relax pod is multi-functional; both a lounge and casual work space.  
When propped up into the lounge position, one can relax and be swept 
away with a book, music or digital entertainment.  The cupholders can 
hold your coffee, water or other beverages and the easy access drawers
can store your other needs. Close the curtains to create a cozy reading
nook or keep open and experience the sunlight around you.

When it’s time work, recline the pod and it becomes a bench.  Pull out the 
tray table from the drawer and now you have a cozy work place.

With power and connectivity you can do everything in your pod.  Work, 
enjoy and relax!

Pull out the tray table, 
fold down the lounge 
cushion and now you 
have a bench to work at
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